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Abstract—Mobile edge computing (MEC) and device-to-
device (D2D) offloading are two promising paradigms in
the industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). In this article, we
investigate task co-offloading, where computing-intensive
industrial tasks can be offloaded to MEC servers via cel-
lular links or nearby IIoT devices via D2D links. This co-
offloading delivers small computation delay while avoiding
network congestion. However, erratic movements, the self-
ish nature of devices and incomplete offloading informa-
tion bring inherent challenges. Motivated by these, we pro-
pose a co-offloading framework, integrating migration cost
and offloading willingness, in D2D-assisted MEC networks.
Then, we investigate a learning-based task co-offloading
algorithm, with the goal of minimal system cost (i.e., task
delay and migration cost). The proposed algorithm enables
IIoT devices to observe and learn the system cost from can-
didate edge nodes, thereby selecting the optimal edge node
without requiring complete offloading information. Further-
more, we conduct simulations to verify the proposed co-
offloading algorithm.

Index Terms—Device-to-device (D2D) offloading, indus-
trial Internet of Things (IIoT) devices, mobile edge comput-
ing (MEC), multiarmed bandit (MAB).
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I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENT years have witnessed that industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) has drawn ever-increasing attention, boost-

ing the development of smart factories. IIoT devices in smart fac-
tories are required to continuously and timely process tasks for
effective industrial services, involving industrial control, smart
transportation, and virtual reality (VR) [1]. However, taking
VR as an instance, this service needs to consume enormous
computing resources for rendering tasks, while constrained
computing capabilities and limited battery lifetime of IIoT de-
vices impede continuous local rendering [2]. As a current solu-
tion, these computing-intensive industrial tasks are offloaded
to cloud servers to seek abundant computing resources [3].
Unfortunately, such a solution suffers from large transmission
delay due to long network distance, and hence degrades service
performance.

In response, mobile edge computing (MEC) provides a
promising solution to sink cloud computing to the network edge,
thereby shortening task transmission delay [4]. In MEC, edge
servers offer computing resources for multiple IIoT devices
within the communication coverage by creating a serial of virtual
machines. As such, computing-intensive industrial tasks can
be offloaded to MEC servers to pursue less computing delay
in the meantime keeping low transmission delay. Nevertheless,
both the communication capabilities and computing resources
of MEC servers are limited. Once IIoT devices are out of
the edge communication coverage, they are not supported by
task offloading. Additionally, when an MEC delivers offloading
services for numerous IIoT devices simultaneously, network
congestion is typically inevitable, especially for tasks with a
huge volume of data bits. This incurs large queue delay, even
may cause task failure.

Facing these issues, device-to-device (D2D) offloading [5]
serves as a promising solution to expand the communication
coverage and address the network congestion problem. In D2D
offloading, IIoT devices enable to establish short-range D2D
communication links. According to the Cisco Annual Inter-
net Report (2018–2023), the D2D (or the interchanged term
“machine-to-machine”) links are expected to add up to 14.7
billion by 2023 [6]. These links expand the network coverage
since one IIoT device can communicate to another IIoT device
out of MEC communication range. Furthermore, these links
allow an IIoT device to offload computing-intensive tasks to
its nearby IIoT devices with surplus computing resources. For
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these reasons, D2D offloading, serving as a supplement of MEC,
effectively promotes industrial service performance.

In this article, we strive to propose a co-offloading scheme
in D2D-assisted MEC networks. Different from previous
works [7]–[20], which investigate MEC and D2D offloading
separately. Our work concentrates on a joint MEC and D2D
offloading scheme. Within our proposed scheme, IIoT devices
are divided into two categories, i.e., service devices (SeDs) and
user devices (UDs). SeDs are capable of processing tasks locally
within the stipulated task deadline, exploring their underutilized
computing resources and performing edge computing for UDs.
As such, computing-intensive industrial tasks generated by UDs
can be offloaded to MEC servers and SeDs based on industrial
task features, i.e., computation demands and data bits. This co-
offloading empowers to deliver small computation delay while
avoiding network congestion, effectively avoiding suboptimal
offloading performance.

However, when designing a co-offloading scheme in D2D-
assisted MEC networks, we are facing several challenges. 1)
Erratic movement. UDs move erratically that they may roam
throughout communication coverage supported by different
MEC servers and SeDs. In this case, offloading decisions fol-
lowing the movement are beneficial for small transmission delay,
while additional migration cost arises in return, such as service
interruption delay caused by service data roaming and service
virtual machine set up [21]. 2) Selfish nature. SeDs tend to
act in a selfish manner that they usually have a low will for
computing resource sharing. The reason is that task offloading
consumes considerable computing resources, while the primary
concern of SeDs is to maintain their own performance given
the limited computing resources. Therefore, it is challenging
to measure the offloading willingness and stimulate comput-
ing resource sharing among IIoT devices [22]. 3) Incomplete
information. Another key challenge for task co-offloading is
the lack of complete information. Erratic movement and dy-
namic environment lead to the varying of network topology
and channel state. Such information is intractable to model or
predict before task offloading. Consequently, UDs are required
to make co-offloading decisions based on incomplete offloading
information [23].

To address the above-mentioned challenges, we design a
co-offloading framework integrating MEC and D2D offload-
ing, where computing-intensive industrial tasks are offloaded
to MEC servers and SeDs based on task features and incom-
plete offloading information. This framework jointly considers
migration cost and offloading willingness of SeDs with the goal
of minimal system cost, i.e., the sum of task delay and migration
cost. Our contributions are highlighted as follows.

1) We propose a co-offloading framework in D2D-assisted
MEC networks, where MEC servers and SeDs enable
offloading services for computing-intensive industrial
tasks. In this framework, migration cost is considered to
avoid frequent migration while keeping small transmis-
sion delay, detailed in Section III-B. Besides, we design a
willingness metric, detailed in Section III-C, to quantify
the possibility of D2D offloading and stimulate resource
sharing among IIoT devices.

2) We investigate a learning-based industrial task co-
offloading algorithm based on multiarmed bandit (MAB)
theory, detailed in Section IV. This algorithm involves
twice learning in the SeD willingness and the system cost.
A UD first finds out the SeD with the largest willingness,
and the selected SeD serves as a candidate edge node to
perform edge computing. Then, the UD learns task delay
and migration cost from the candidate edge nodes, target-
ing the edge node with minimal system cost. After several
learning times, the optimal co-offloading decisions can be
made without requiring complete offloading information.

3) We conduct extensive simulations, detailed in Section V,
to validate the effectiveness of our proposed learning-
based algorithm. The simulation results demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed algorithm compared with
other learning-based algorithms under various system
parameters, such as task computation demands, data bits,
and learning times.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related works followed by the system model and
problem formulation in Section III. Section IV is learning-based
task co-offloading. In Section V, we conduct evaluations. Fi-
nally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we classify the existing task offloading into
the following three categories.

One is the MEC-enabled task offloading, where computing-
intensive tasks can be offloaded to MEC serves (e.g., base
stations, access points, and roadside units) for low computation
delay and small local energy consumption [7]–[14]. Ma et al. [7]
presented a framework combining service caching and workload
scheduling in MEC. To achieve minimal service delay and out-
sourcing traffic, an iterative algorithm based on Gibbs sampling
is proposed. Gao et al. [8] jointly optimize the access network
selection and service placement in MEC. Each user selects an
access point for service offloading with the goal of small service
delay and switching cost. Yang et al. [9] investigated a task
offloading strategy in MEC, where edge servers are heteroge-
neous and users have different locations. The strategy is analyzed
based on a Markov decision process (MDP) and realizes small
offloading time. Chen et al. [10] developed a task processing and
caching solution in MEC. By rationally adjusting communica-
tion, computation, and caching settings, mobile devices enable
to acquire minimal mean delay. Liu et al. [11] considered a task
offloading problem in MEC, aiming at the long-term minimal
task delay and energy consumption. This optimization problem
is achieved by finding out the optimal offloading strategies, CPU
frequency and transmission power. Xu et al. [12] proposeed
trust-aware task offloading in MEC-enabled internet of vehi-
cles. To achieve minimal service response time, an improving
strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm is derived. Lai et al. [13]
addressed user allocation problems in MEC, where a vendor
determines, which MEC servers to serve for a specific user.
This problem is formulated as a potential game based on user’s
quality of service. Correspondingly, a game-theoretic approach
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is proposed, and its performance is theoretically and empirically
evaluated. Zhou et al. [14] offloaded computing-intensive tasks
to nearby BSs for task processing on the internet of health
things (IoHT), The goal of this work is to minimize the total
long-term energy consumption of IoHT devices under task delay
and reliability requirements.

Another is the D2D-assisted task offloading, where
computing-intensive tasks can be offloaded to other devices with
underutilized computing resources to maintain service perfor-
mance [15]–[20]. Cheng et al. [15] advocated a D2D-assisted
computation offloading framework in cognitive radio networks.
In this framework, the primary user offloads computation tasks
to the secondary user by D2D communications. To minimize en-
ergy consumption, offloading decisions and transmission power
are jointly optimized under the limitation of deadline and power
control. Budhiraja et al. [16] propose a Tactile Internet-driven
delay assessment in a D2D-enabled communication framework.
In this framework, Tactile Internet communication and a pricing-
based 3-D matching method are derived, targeting improving
transmission speed and throughput of cell edge users. Zhou
et al. [17] investigated offloading willingness of mobile nodes
in D2D offloading. An inventive-driven method is proposed to
simulate mobile nodes to participate in D2D offloading. On this
basis, an integer nonlinear programming problem is formulated
to maximize the saving energy. Hamdi et al. [18] studied a joint
task assignment and power control problem in D2D offloading
with the assistance of energy harvesting technology. This work
assumes that energy consumption conducted by D2D links can
be compensated by the harvested energy. Guided by this assump-
tion, energy efficiency is maximized under the constraint of task
delay and energy causality. Saleem et al. [19] studied a D2D-
enabled cooperative MEC network, where resource-limited de-
vices enable to offload their tasks to the devices with surplus
resources, with the goal of minimal total task execution delay.
This optimization is achieved by adjusting task assignment and
power allocation. Peng et al. [20] considered a joint multiuser
cooperative partial offloading, transmission scheduling, and
computation allocating problem in D2D-assisted MEC. In this
article, idle mobile terminals serve as relay nodes for active
mobile terminals, targeting minimal task response latency, and
energy consumption.

The last one is the co-offloading integrating MEC and D2D
offloading, where MEC servers and devices with excessive
computing resources are both served as candidate edge nodes for
task processing. IIoT devices offload computing-intensive tasks
to these edge nodes for small computation delay and local energy
consumption while keeping low queue delay [24]–[29]. Wang
et al. [24] investigated a co-offloading problem in D2D enabled
MEC networks by integrating task traffic and computation.
Mobile devices make offloading decisions based on the locations
and offloading willingness. Tang et al. [25] presented a frame-
work integrating MEC and cache-enabled D2D communications
with the goal of minimal energy cost. File popularity and user
preference are paid particular attention in this framework. A
reinforcement learning-based method is proposed to determine
file popularity and user preference. Sun et al. [26] formalized
a resource management problem in D2D-aided MEC networks.

One device can offload tasks to MEC servers or other devices
with surplus resources under the energy harvesting system.
By jointly optimizing computation offloading decisions, energy
transmission power, and CPU processing speed, the optimal
solution with maximal long-term utility energy efficiency can be
realized. He et al. [27] considered D2D communications with
MEC, where each device can offload its task to an edge node
by cellular link or a nearby device with abundant resources via
D2D link. The goal of this work is to maximize the number
of devices supported by the cellular networks under a series
of constraints in both communication and computation. Tan et
al. [28] optimized offloading decisions, collaboration decisions,
and resource allocation in the multiuser collaborative MEC
network. In this network, delay-sensitive tasks can be processed
locally, offloaded to the nearby mobile devices or MEC servers,
aiming to the minimal total energy consumption of mobile
users meanwhile guaranteeing the task delay constraint. Li and
Cai [29] investigated an online truthful mechanism integrating
resource allocation, where a requester can offload its tasks to the
collaborators and BS. Based on data bits, task delay, and task
preference, the authors derive a social welfare-maximization
optimization problem by jointly considering collaborator selec-
tions, resource allocation, time scheduling decisions, and pricing
policy designs.

As these works mentioned, D2D-assisted MEC offloading
facilitates small task delay and local energy consumption. How-
ever, this co-offloading also produces additional migration cost
due to erratic movement, and derives offloading willingness
dilemma due to the selfish nature of devices. What’s worse,
intractable networks hamper the acquisition of transmission rate,
and hence co-offloading has to rely on incomplete offloading
information. However, most of the existing works overlook
these issues, thus the system performance is easily trapped
by suboptimal co-offloading strategies. Different from these
works, we study industrial task co-offloading in D2D-assisted
MEC networks by jointly considering migration cost, offloading
willingness and incomplete offloading information. To the best
of our knowledge, this co-offloading has not been studied before.

III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Fig. 1 presents the proposed system model, involving two
entities, i.e., MEC servers and IIoT devices. The IIoT devices
are classified by UDs and SeDs. For a UD, there are multiple
edge nodes, i.e., MEC servers and SeDs, enabling offloading
services for it. In this work, we discretize the timeline intoT time
slots. At each time slot, a UD generates one computing-intensive
industrial task and offloads its task to a single edge node.
For simplify, we assume that tasks generated by the same UD
across time slots hold sequential relationship and are executed
in order [30]. Besides, we list the key notations as Table I for
better readability.

A. Co-Offloading Model

UDs enable to offload tasks to MEC servers and SeDs for
processing, which is referred to as task co-offloading in this
article. The co-offloading decision of task n at time slot t is
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Fig. 1. Industrial task co-offloading in D2D-assisted MEC networks.
Computing-intensive industrial tasks are offloaded to MEC servers and
SeDs by joint considering SeD willingness and migration cost, targeting
minimal system cost, i.e., the sum of task delay and migration cost.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE KEY NOTATIONS

denoted as xt
n = {xt,n

m ,m ∈ M}, where xt,n
m ∈ {0, 1}, M is

an edge node set consisting of MEC set MMEC and SeD set
MSeD, i.e., M = MMEC ∪MSeD. We assume that the optimal
edge node will not change at each time slot, but can be changed
across time slots.

1) MEC Offloading: When xt,n
m = 1,m ∈ MMEC, task n is

offloaded to MEC server m at time slot t. In MEC offloading,
each UD is assigned one subchannel of cellular links for trans-
mitting the offloaded task to the target MEC server. We define
ht,mec
n,m and pt,mec

n,m as the channel power gain and transmission
power between UD n and MEC server m at time slot t. Ad-
ditionally, we assume the wireless bandwidth and noise power
keep fixed during T time slots in MEC offloading, denoted as
Bmec and δ2

mec, respectively. As such, the communication rate
between UDn and MEC serverm at time slot t can be expressed
as

rt,mec
n,m =Bmec log2

(
1+

pt,mec
n,m | ht,mec

n,m |2
δ2

mec

)
,m ∈ MMEC. (1)

Correspondingly, we obtain the communication delay when
task n is transmitted to MEC m at time slot t, expressed as

T t,trans
n,m,mec =

btn
rt,mec
n,m

,m ∈ MMEC (2)

where btn represents the data bits of task n at time slot t. Since a
UD moves erratic, the UD may be incapable of communicating
with MEC server m directly. In this case, task n is required to
be propagated to the target MEC m through edges-relay in local
area network, and thus network propagation delay of tt,pro

n,m is
produced. Guided by this, we define the task transmission delay
as

T t,trans
n,m,mec =

⎧⎨
⎩btn/r

t,mec
n,m , lt,mec

m,n ≤ Rmec

btn/r
t,mec
n,m + tt,pro

n,m, lt,mec
m,n > Rmec

(3)

where lt,mec
m,n is the distance between MEC m and UD n at

time slot t. The parameter Rmec is a fixed value, denoting the
communication range of an MEC server.

Then, we use an M/M/1 queuing model to characterize the
queue delay caused by network congestion in MEC offloading

T t,queue
n,m,mec =

texp

1 − texpc0
,m ∈ MMEC (4)

where texp is the expected delay for sending and receiving data
without network congestion, and c0 is the normalized computa-
tion tasks processed by MEC cooperation [31].

After that, task n can be processed by MEC m with the
allocated computing resources. Since an MEC server serves for
multiple UDs, we use f t,mec

m,n to denote the allocated computing
resources of MEC m for processing task n. Based on this, we
calculate the computing delay of task n as

T t,compute
n,m,mec =

ctn
f t,mec
m,n

,m ∈ MMEC (5)

where ctn is the computation demands of task n. Overall, the
total delay of task n for MEC offloading is formulated as

T t,n
mec = T t,trans

n,m,mec + T t,queue
n,m,mec + T t,compute

n,m,mec ,m ∈ MMEC. (6)

2) D2D Offloading: When xt,n
m = 1,m ∈ MSeD, task n is

offloaded from a UD to SeD m via the D2D link at time slot
t. We define ht,d2d

n,m and pt,d2d
n,m as the channel power gain and

transmission power between UD n and SeD m at time slot t.
Given fixed bandwidth of Bd2d and noise power of δ2

d2d in D2D
offloading, we obtain the communication rate between UD n
and SeD m at time slot t, expressed as

rt,d2d
n,m = Bd2d log2

(
1 +

pt,d2d
n,m | ht,d2d

n,m |2
δ2
d2d

)
,m ∈ MSeD. (7)

Correspondingly, when task n is transmitted to the target SeD
m, the communication delay is expressed as

T t,trans
n,m,d2d =

btn

rt,d2d
n,m

,m ∈ MSeD. (8)

Since the communication coverage conducted by D2D links
is small, we assume that each SeD delivers offloading service
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for at most one UD to avoid queue delay [19]. Then, we use
f t,d2d
m,n ,m ∈ MSeD, to denote the computing resources of SeD
m for processing task n. Therefore, the computation delay is
expressed as follows:

T t,compute
n,m,d2d =

ctn

f t,d2d
m,n

,m ∈ MSeD. (9)

It is noted that the computation results need to be feedback
from the target edge node m ∈ M to the UD. If direct commu-
nication is not available for result feedback, the results will be
transmitted to the UD via edges-relay. Because the output result
size is much smaller compared with the input task, we neglect
the result feedback delay in both MEC and D2D offloading [32].
As such, the total delay of taskn at time slot t for D2D offloading
is expressed as

T t,n
d2d = T t,trans

n,m,d2d + T t,compute
n,m,d2d ,m ∈ MSeD. (10)

B. SeD Willingness Model

SeDs tend to act in a selfish manner that they usually have
a low will for computing resource sharing. The reason is that
processing tasks offloaded by UDs consume considerable com-
puting resources, while the primary concern of SeDs is to
maintain their own service performance given the limited com-
puting resources. Under the selfish nature, massive computing
resources of SeDs are wasted, while a variety of tasks generated
by UDs will suffer from the prolonged delay due to lacking
computing resources. In addition, varying roles of IIoT devices
indicate that a SeD could serve as a UD at the next time slot
and seek task offloading services. Therefore, SeDs acting for
their interests will impact their own performance and ultimately
degrade the whole system performance.

Motivated by the challenges mentioned above, a promising
solution is to stimulate computing resource sharing among IIoT
devices. For a SeD m ∈ MSeD, we present a function to depict
its offloading willingness for task n at time slot t

W t
m,n = γItnf

t,d2d
m,n

√
σt
m,m ∈ MSeD (11)

where γ is a normalized coefficient to make the willingness
range from 0 to 1. Itn is an incentive factor, recording the times
that the UD serves as a SeD and process tasks offloaded by
other devices up to time slot t; f t,d2d

m,n and σt
m are performance

factors, paying attention to SeD performance. We define σt
m =

ctm(c− ctm), where ctm represent the task computation demands
of SeD m at time slot t, c ∈ (ctm, 2ctm). When SeD m is with
heavy computation demands, σt

m will drop sharply and hence
go against large willingness. Based on the willingness function
shown in (11), the willingness of SeD m at time slot t is jointly
determined by the incentive factor, i.e., Itn, and the performance
factors, i.e., f t,d2d

m,n and σt
m. For example, suppose that 1) UD

n has a large incentive value Itn, indicating this UD had played
as the SeD role and shared computing resource for other IIoT
devices; 2) the requested SeD m has small own computation
demands and large computing resources. Then, the SeD will
perform a large willingness for processing tasks offloaded by
UD n.

In a nutshell, the proposed willingness function is benefi-
cial for effective D2D offloading via resolving the “selfishness
dilemma.” On the one hand, recall Itn in (11), UD n broadcasts
its incentive value to SeDs. A large Itn would reap a higher
willingness W t

m, and hence increasing the chance that SeDs
deliver offloading services for UDn. Furthermore, this incentive
factor will in turn stimulates SeDs to share their resource, as
SeDs could turn into UDs and would strive to a large Itn for
seeking task offloading services. On the other hand, f t,d2d

m,n and
σt
m in the willingness function ensure performance-guaranteed

offloading for the SeDs, since a SeD with large computing
resources and low computation demands tends to contribute its
computing resources in D2D networks.

C. Migration Cost Model

Since a UD may roam throughout several areas supported
by different edge nodes, dynamic service migration should be
considered to maintain effective task co-offloading [33]. For
example, a UD offloads its task to an MEC at time slot t via the
direct cellular link between them. At the next time slot, the UD
roams to the communication coverage served by another edge
node. In this case, the UD holds two co-offloading decisions.
One is that the UD offloads its task to the same edge node
selected at time slot t for keeping task processing continuity. As a
result, long transmission delay may incur as the UD movements
extend network distance and the propagation delay caused by
edges-relay needs to be considered. The other is that the UD
makes its co-offloading decision following UD’s movements
and the task will be processed by another edge node different
from the former MEC. Guided by this co-offloading decision,
the transmission network distance is greatly reduced, while ad-
ditional migration overhead incurs, such as service interruption
delay and service virtual machine set up. Overall, co-offloading
decisions following UD’s movements are beneficial for small
transmission delay, while additional migration overhead arises
in return. It is therefore important to investigate the impact of
dynamic service migration in task co-offloading. To this end, we
introduce a parameter cmig to denote the migration cost between
different edge nodes. The migration cost for UD generating task
n at time slot t is expressed as

Gt
n = cmigI{xt−1,n−1

i = 1, xt,n
j = 1, i �= j}, i, j ∈ M (12)

where I{x} is an indicator function. When event x is true,
I{x} = 1; if event x is false, I{x} = 0.

D. Problem Formulation

Task delay reflects service performance directly, especially
for time-critical industrial tasks. For that reason, our objective
is to minimize task delay in this article. To achieve small delay,
frequent service migration is typically inevitable for the sake of
less network distance and transmission delay. However, frequent
migration produces additional data roaming and virtual machine
set-up delay, leading to degraded offloading performance. As
such, we define the optimization objective as the system cost
of task n conducted by edge node m processing at time slot t,
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expressed as

Ξt
m,n = αT t

n + (1 − α)Gt
n,m ∈ M (13)

which integrates task delay and service migration cost. The
weighting factor α ∈ [0, 1] is introduced to balance these two
conflicting objectives. T t

n = xt
n(T

t,n
mec + T t,n

d2d),m ∈ M, indi-
cating the delay of task n. Mathematically, we formulate the
co-offloading problem as

min
xt
n

1
T

T∑
t=1

∑
n∈N

Ξt
m,n,m ∈ M (14)

s.t. xt,n
m ∈ {0, 1} (15a)

M∑
m=1

xt,n
m = 1 (15b)

f t
m,n ≤ Fm (15c)

where constraint (15a) denotes that offloading decisions are
bounded by integer zero and one, constraint (15b) implies that
each task is required to be offloaded to a single edge node for
task continuity, and constraint (15c) indicates that the allocated
computing resources cannot exceed the maximum computing
capabilities of the edge node.

To solve the formulated problem, global offloading informa-
tion, including the task computation demands, allocated comput-
ing resources, and channel states, are required. Unfortunately,
computation demands change with varying task requests, and
computing capacities of edge nodes are heterogeneous. What’s
worse, the transmission rate between a UD and edge nodes is
hard to model or predict due to UD movements and varying
network topology. These challenges call for a learning-based op-
timization approach that can efficiently perform industrial task
co-offloading without relying on overall offloading information.

IV. LEARNING-BASED TASK CO-OFFLOADING

In this section, we investigate a learning-based approach to
find out the optimal offloading decision. Following that, we pro-
pose a learning-based task co-offloading algorithm and analyze
the learning regret.

A. Learning-Based Co-Offloading Approach Based
on MAB

When a UD only holds incomplete offloading information,
i.e., lacking information of the allocated computing resources
and channel states, finding out the optimal edge node for task
processing directly is difficult. Under the circumstances, the
UD needs to observe and learn edge performance while of-
floading their tasks. As such, we propose a learning-based task
co-offloading approach based on MAB theory, with the goal of
minimal task delay and service migration cost.

MAB focuses on the exploration-exploitation dilemma in
reinforcement learning [34]. The gambler does not have any
prior information about k arms in a k-armed bandit problem,
choosing an arm per time slot and correspondingly obtaining
a reward. The purpose of the game is to maximize the reward

value via “learning while choosing.” In this classical situation,
the gambler wants to choose a new arm to pursue a higher reward
(i.e., exploration), yet he is unwilling to undertake the related
risk (the reward of the new arm is less than the former one). For
that reason, the arm with the largest reward currently may be
selected (i.e., exploitation). Apparently, MAB theory enables to
be adopted in our industrial task co-offloading problem, where
the candidate edge nodes are considered as arms with different
reward values. In our work, the reward is determined by task
delay and service migration cost as shown in (14). The UD may
select the current optimal edge node or search for new edge
nodes for possible better rewards.

Despite the above analysis, we emphasize there are three
main differences of our proposed industrial task co-offloading
approach compared with the classical MAB. 1) The optimization
objective. Different from MAB, our goal is to minimize task
delay and migration cost rather than seeking the largest value.
2) States of arms. Candidate edge nodes are varying due to UD
movements and changing computation demands, while “arms”
keep fixed in classical MAB. 3) Learning process. The proposed
learning-based approach involves twice learning at each iteration
instead of once learning in classical MAB.

It is noted that the proposed approach is easy to implement
in the real world since network information (i.e., channel states,
transmission rate), and computing resources information (i.e.,
computation demands and allocated computing resources), are
not required prior.

B. Learning-Based Co-Offloading Algorithm

We propose a learning-based task co-offloading algorithm as
shown in Algorithm IV-A, which consists of two stages, i.e.,
SeD choosing (lines 2 ∼ 13) and co-offloading decision making
(lines 14 ∼ 27). The former stage selects a SeD with the largest
willingness, and the latter finds out the edge node with minimal
task delay and service migration cost.

In the SeD choosing stage, we first initialize SeD set by
selecting each SeD once at least. We define N t

m1
,m1 ∈ MSeD,

to denote the selected times of SeD m1 up to time slot t. After
each SeD has been selected at least once, we find out the SeD
π1 with maximum index value based on t times learning

πt
1 = argmax

{
W̄ t−1

m1,n
+

√
2 ln t
N t−1

m1

}
,m1 ∈ MSeD (16)

where W̄ t−1
m1,n

represents the empirical (sample-mean) estima-

tion of SeD willingness up to time slot t− 1, and
√

2 ln t
Nt−1

m
is

the confidence bound used to realize an exploration-exploitation
tradeoff in SeD choosing. Then, SeD π1 is selected at time slot
t, and hence the selected times of SeD π1 plus one. Correspond-
ingly, we update the average willingness of SeD π1 as follows:

W̄ t
π1

=
N t−1

π1
W̄ t−1

π1,n
+W t

π1,n

N t
π1

, π1 ∈ MSeD. (17)

In the co-offloading decision making stage, we first update
the candidate edge node set by adding SeD π1 to the MEC set
to form a new set of Mcand. If edge node m ∈ Mcand has not
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been selected up to tth learning, it will be selected at time slot
t. We use J t

m2
and Ξ̄t

m2,n
to denote the chosen number and the

empirical (sample-mean) estimation of edge nodem ∈ Mcand at
time slot t, respectively. On this basis, we define the index-based
decision making function as

πt
2 = argmin

{
Ξ̄t−1
m2,n

−
√

2 ln t
J t−1
m2

}
,m2 ∈ Mcand. (18)

Correspondingly, we update the average task delay and ser-
vice migration cost of edge node π2 as follows:

Ξ̄t
π2

=
J t−1
π2

Ξ̄t−1
π2

+ Ξt
π2

J t
π2

, π2 ∈ Mcand. (19)

It is noted that the proposed learning-based task co-offloading
algorithm is required to learn twice. First, the SeD with the
highest willingness is picked out. Then, we combine the selected
SeD and MECs to form a new candidate edge node set. The
second learning aims to find out the edge node from the candidate

edge node set with the goal of minimal task delay and service
migration cost.

Computational Complexity: Line 9 shows a maximum will-
ingness seeking problem, occupying O(MSeD), where MSeD =|
MSeD | denotes the number of SeDs. Line 22 represents a mini-
mal system cost seeking problem, the computational complexity
isO(Mcand), whereMcand =| Mcand | is the number of candidate
edge nodes. The update behaviors, such as lines 11, 12, 24, and
25 have a computational complexity of O(1). Therefore, we
conclude that the computational complexity of our proposed
algorithm is O(MSeD +Mcand) for processing a single task.
Based on this, we obtain the total computational complexity
is O(N(MSeD +Mcand)), where N indicates the total offloaded
tasks.

C. Regret Analysis

In this section, we analyze the learning regret conducted by
Algorithm IV-A. Learning regret is commonly used to mea-
sure the performance loss in MAB algorithm [35]. Different
from some classical MAB algorithms, such as UCB1, our pro-
posed algorithm contains twice learning at each iteration, i.e.,
SeD choosing and co-offloading decision making. As such, the
learning regret refers to willingness choosing regret (WR) and
decision making regret (DR) in this article. On this basis, we
define the learning regret at time slot t as the expected perfor-
mance difference between our proposed Algorithm IV-A and the
optimization algorithm with global offloading information

Rt = E((W t
∗1,n

−W t
m1,n

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
WR

+(Ξt
m2,n

− Ξt
∗2,n

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR

) (20)

where m1 ∈ MSeD and m2 ∈ Mcand. The variable W t
∗1,n

de-
notes the largest willingness of SeD ∗1 ∈ MSeD for processing
task n, and Ξt

∗2,n
is the minimal system cost of the edge node

∗2 ∈ Mcand for processing task n. Additionally, we introduce
νm1 as the willingness expectation of SeD m1, and μm2 as
the system cost expectation of edge node m2. Additionally, we
define the expectation of optimal willingness and system cost as:
ν∗1 = max νm1 , m1 ∈ MSeD, μ∗2 = minμm2 , m2 ∈ Mcand.

Based on this, the learning regret up to time slot T can be
transferred to the following equivalent expression:

WRT =
∑

νm1<ν∗1

(ν∗1 − νm1)E(NT
m1

),m1 ∈ MSeD (21)

DRT =
∑

μm2<μ∗2

(μm2 − μ∗2)E(JT
m2

),m2 ∈ Mcand. (22)

Then, we present the total learning regret conducted by Al-
gorithm IV-A by combining WRT and DRT , expressed as

RT ≤
∑

νm1<ν∗1

∑
μm2<μ∗2(

8 lnT
(ν∗1 − νm1)

2
+

8 lnT
(μ∗2 − μm2)

2
+ 2 +

2π2

3

)
m1 ∈ MSeD,m2 ∈ Mcand.

(23)
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TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS

Proof: ∀τ be a positive integer, we obtain the upper bound of
NT

m1
based on [34], expressed as follows:

τ +

∞∑
t=1

t−1∑
Nt∗1

=1

t−1∑
Nt

m1
=1

I

{
W̄ t

∗1,n
+

√
2 ln t
N t∗1

≤ W̄ t
m1,n

+

√
2 ln t
N t

m1

}
. (24)

We apply Chernoff–Hoeffding bound to (24), and we obtain
the following two inequalities:

P

{
W̄ t

∗1,n
≤ ν∗1 −

√
2 ln t
N t∗1

}
≤ t−4 (25)

P

{
W̄ t

m1,n
≥ νi +

√
2 ln t
N t

m1

}
≤ t−4 (26)

Summarizing the above analysis, we have

WRT =
∑

νm1<ν∗1

(
8 lnT

(ν∗1 − νm1)
2
+ 1 +

π2

3

)
,m1 ∈ MSeD.

(27)
Similar to the analysis of WRt, we obtain DRT

DRT =
∑

μm2<μ∗2

(
8 lnT

(μ∗2 − μm2)
2
+ 1 +

π2

3

)
,m2 ∈ Mcand.

(28)
By adding (27) and (28), we can obtain the total learning

regret as shown in (23).

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the pro-
posed learning-based task co-offloading algorithm.

A. Simulation Setup

We conduct simulations on a desktop computer with an 11th
Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11700F @2.50 GHz, 16 GB memory
and Win10 OS. The parameter settings are listed, shown in
Tabel II.

We compare the proposed learning-based task co-offloading
algorithm with the following methods: 1) Task co-offloading

Fig. 2. Performance under different task computation demands.

Fig. 3. Performance under different task data bits.

with global information (GI): Without learning, this co-
offloading algorithm enables task offloading directly based on
global offline information [36]. 2) Task offloading in MEC net-
works (MEC): Computing-intensive tasks can only be offloaded
to MEC servers under this scheme [7]. 3) Task offloading in
D2D networks (D2D): Computing-intensive tasks can only be
offloaded to the nearby SeDs with surplus computing resources
via D2D communication [16].

B. Comparison Analysis

1) Comparison Analysis on Task Computation Demands:
Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the proposed algorithm
and the D2D algorithm under different task computation de-
mands. When the computation demands are small, these two
algorithms have similar performance. As computation demands
grow, the proposed algorithm incurs less system cost than that of
D2D. This result demonstrates that tasks with large computation
demands are inclined to offload to MEC servers to seek less
computation delay.

2) Comparison Analysis on Task Data Bits: Fig. 3 shows
the comparison between the proposed algorithm and the MEC
algorithm under different task data bits. From the results, we
can find that a task is offloaded to the MEC server when the
task data bits are small. In this case, the proposed algorithm and
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Fig. 4. Performance under different SeV capabilities in CPU cycles.

Fig. 5. Performance under different MEC capabilities in CPU cycles.

MEC algorithm have the same system cost. However, when data
bits enlarges, MEC offloading inevitably incurs excessive queue
delay, and therefore our proposed algorithm intends to seek D2D
offloading to avoid network congestion.

3) Comparison Analysis on SeV Capabilities: Fig. 4 shows
the comparison between the proposed algorithm and the D2D
algorithm under different SeV capabilities in CPU cycles. When
SeV capabilities are small, UDs tend to offload tasks to MEC
servers rather than SeDs. As such, the proposed co-offloading al-
gorithm performs much better than the D2D algorithm. Because
SeD capabilities do no affect MEC offloading, the performance
of the co-offloading algorithm keeps fixed in this case. As SeD
capabilities grow, D2D offloading achieves less computation
delay and thus reduces system cost. When the SeD capabilities
add up to 2.5 GHz, UDs will offload tasks to SeDs in our
simulations.

4) Comparison Analysis on MEC Capabilities: Fig. 5 shows
the comparison between the proposed algorithm and the MEC al-
gorithm under different MEC capabilities in CPU cycles. For the
MEC algorithm, its system cost decreases with MEC capabilities
growing. Since the proposed algorithm enables co-offloading, it
seeks D2D offloading when MEC capabilities are low; while
it pursues MEC offloading when MEC capabilities enlarge.
Correspondingly, the proposed algorithm’s curve is invariable
in D2D offloading and keeps the same as the MEC algorithm
with increasing MEC capabilities.

Fig. 6. Performance under different methods.

Fig. 7. Performance under different learning times.

Fig. 8. Regret under different learning times.

5) Comparison Analysis on Different Methods: Fig. 6 shows
the performance comparison between different methods. Since
GI has global offline offloading information, GI maintains the
optimal offloading decisions and produces no learning regret.
Compared with MEC and D2D, our proposed co-offloading
algorithm shows superiority in system cost and learning regret.
This is because the proposed co-offloading scheme enables to
adjust offloading decisions dynamically based on task features
in computation demands and data bits.

6) Comparison Analysis on Learning Times: Figs. 7 and 8
show the impact of learning times on system performance and
learning regret. Our proposed algorithm is implemented via
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“offloading while learning.” The optimal edge node cannot be
obtained before task offloading, and the offloading efficiency of
each edge node is learned based on its system cost. From the
results presented in Fig. 7, we find that when learning times are
small, the proposed algorithm suffers from bad performance.
As learning times grow, the optimal edge node can be selected.
Correspondingly, the learning regret converges to a fixed value
after finding out the optimal edge node as shown in Fig. 8. In
our simulation, our proposed learning-based algorithm gradually
converges after 12 times of learning.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we investigated industrial task co-offloading in
D2D-assisted MEC networks. Specifically, computing-intensive
industrial tasks can be jointly served by MEC and D2D offload-
ing, thereby achieving small computation delay meanwhile re-
solving the network congestion problem. To this end, we perform
a co-offloading framework in D2D-assisted MEC networks. In
this framework, we consider migration cost caused by erratic
movements of IIoT devices, and design a willingness metric to
stimulate resource sharing among IIoT devices. Beyond that,
we investigate a learning-based task co-offloading algorithm for
minimal task delay and migration cost. The proposed algorithm
enables IIoT devices to observe and learn the system cost from
the candidate edge nodes, thereby selecting the optimal edge
node. Since the proposed algorithm does not require complete
offloading information, it is easily implemented in the real world.
Furthermore, we carry out simulations to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm. The results demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm conducts a better performance compared
with that of other algorithms, in various parameters, such as
task computation demands, data bits, and learning times. In the
future, we will extend our work by taking privacy protection into
consideration for co-offloading in D2D-assisted MEC networks.
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